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Abstract
We present a technique for exact simulation of Gaussian Markov random fields
(GMRFs), which can be interpreted as locally injecting noise to each Gaussian factor independently, followed by computing the mean/mode of the perturbed GMRF.
Coupled with standard iterative techniques for the solution of symmetric positive
definite systems, this yields a very efficient sampling algorithm with essentially
linear complexity in terms of speed and memory requirements, well suited to extremely large scale probabilistic models. Apart from synthesizing data under a
Gaussian model, the proposed technique directly leads to an efficient unbiased estimator of marginal variances. Beyond Gaussian models, the proposed algorithm
is also very useful for handling highly non-Gaussian continuously-valued MRFs
such as those arising in statistical image modeling or in the first layer of deep
belief networks describing real-valued data, where the non-quadratic potentials
coupling different sites can be represented as finite or infinite mixtures of Gaussians with the help of local or distributed latent mixture assignment variables. The
Bayesian treatment of such models most naturally involves a block Gibbs sampler
which alternately draws samples of the conditionally independent latent mixture
assignments and the conditionally multivariate Gaussian continuous vector and
we show that it can directly benefit from the proposed methods.

1

Introduction

Using Markov random fields (MRFs) one can capture global statistical properties in large scale
probabilistic networks while only explicitly modeling the interactions of neighboring sites. First introduced in statistical physics, MRFs and related models such as Boltzmann machines have proved
particularly successful in computer vision and machile learning tasks such as image segmentation,
signal recovery, texture modeling, classification, and unsupervised learning [1, 3, 5]. Drawing random samples from MRFs and juxtaposing them with real data allows one to directly assess the model
quality. Sampling of MRFs also plays an important role within algorithms for model parameter fitting [7], signal estimation, and in image analysis for texture synthesis or inpainting [16, 19, 37]. The
simplest but typically very slow way to draw random samples from MRFs is through single-site
Gibbs sampling, a Markov chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) algorithm in which one visits each node in
the network and stochastically updates its state given the states of its neighbors [5].
Gaussian Markov random fields (GMRFs) are an important MRF class describing continuous variables linked by quadratic potentials [3,22,29,33] – see Sec. 2. They are very useful both for modeling
inherently Gaussian data and as building blocks for constructing more complex models. In this paper we study a technique which allows drawing exact samples from a GMRF in a single shot by first
perturbing it and then computing the least energy configuration of the perturbed model. The perturbation involved amounts to independently injecting noise to each of the Gaussian factors/potentials
in a fully distributed manner, as discussed in detail in Sec. 3. This reduction of sampling to quadratic
energy minimization allows us to employ as black-box GMRF simulator any existing algorithm for
MAP computation which is effective for a particular Gaussian graphical model.
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The reliability of the most likely solution in a Gaussian model is characterized by the marginal variances. Marginal variances also arise in computations within non-linear sparse Bayesian learning and
compressed sensing models [11, 26, 32]. However, their computation can be very challenging and
a host of sophisticated techniques have been developed for this purpose, which often only apply to
restricted classes of models [12, 24, 25, 28]. Being able to efficiently sample from a GMRF makes
it practical to employ the generic sample-based estimator for computing Gaussian variances, as discussed in Sec. 4. This estimator, whose accuracy is independent of the problem size, is particularly
attractive if only relatively rough variance estimates suffice, as is often the case in practice.
Gaussian models have proven inadequate for image modeling as they fail to capture important aspects of natural image statistics such as the heavy tails in marginal histograms of linear filter responses. Nevertheless, much richer statistical image tools can be built if we also incorporate into our
models latent variables or allow nonlinear interactions between multiple Gaussian fields and thus the
GMRF sampling technique we describe here is very useful within this wider setting [10, 16, 19, 34].
In Sec. 5 we discuss the integration of our GMRF sampling algorithm in a block-Gibbs sampling
context, where the conditionally Gaussian continuous variables and the conditionally independent
latent variables are sampled alternately. The most straightforward way to capture the heavy tailed
histograms of natural images is to model each filter response with a Gaussian mixture expert, thus
using a single discrete assignment variable at each factor [16, 23]. However, our efficient GMRF
algorithm can also be used in conjunction with Gaussian scale mixture (GSM) models for which the
latent scale variable is continuous [2]; we demonstrate this in the context of Bayesian signal restoration by sampling from the posterior distribution under a total variation (TV) prior, employing the
GSM characterization of the Laplacian density. Further, our sampling technique also applies when
the latent variables are distributed, with each hidden variable affecting multiple experts. An interesting case we examine is the recently proposed factored Gaussian restricted Boltzmann machine
(GRBM) of [18], which takes into account residual correlations among visible units by modeling
them as a multivariate GMRF, conditional on the distributed state of an adjacent layer of discrete hidden units. We show that we can effectively replace the hybrid Monte Carlo sampler used by [18] with
a block-Gibbs sampler in which the visible conditionally Gaussian units are sampled collectively by
local perturbations, potentially allowing extension of the current patch-based model to a full-image
factored GRBM, as has been recently done for the fields of independent experts model [19, 23].
Our GMRF sampling algorithm relies on a property of Gaussian densities (see Sec. 3) which, in a
somewhat different form, has appeared before in the statistics literature [21, 22]. However, [21, 22]
emphasize direct matrix factorization methods for solving the linear system arising in computing the
Gaussian mean, which cannot handle the large models we consider here and do not discuss models
with hidden variables. Variations of the sampling technique we study here have been also used in the
image modeling work of [16] and very recently of [23]. However the sampling technique in these
papers is used as a tool and not studied by itself. Apart from highlighting the power and versatility of
the efficient GMRF sampling algorithm and drawing the machine learning community’s attention to
it, our main novel contributions in this paper are: (1) Our interpretation of the Gaussian sampling algorithm as local factor perturbation followed by mode computation, which highlights its distributed
nature and implies that any Gaussian mean computation routine can be equally effectively employed
for GMRF sampling; (2) the application of the efficient sampling algorithm in rapid sampling and
variance estimation of very large Gaussian models; and (3) the demonstration that, in the presence
of hidden variables, it can be effectively integrated in a block-Gibbs sampler not only in discrete
but also in continuous GSM models and in conjunction not only with local but also with distributed
latent assignment representations.

2
2.1

Gaussian graphical models
The linear Gaussian model

We are working in the context of linear Gaussian models [20], in which a hidden vector x ∈ RN is
assumed to follow a prior distribution P (x) and noisy linear measurements y ∈ RM of it are drawn
with likelihood P (y|x). Specifically:

P (x) ∝ N (Gx; µp , Σp ) ∝ exp − 21 xT Jx x + kTx x


(1)
P (y|x) = N (y; Hx + c, Σn ) ∝ exp − 12 xT Jy|x x + kTy|x x − 21 yT Σ−1
n y
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where N (x; µ, Σ) = |2πΣ|−1/2 exp − 21 (x − µ)T Σ−1 (x − µ) denotes the multivariate Gaussian density on x with mean µ and covariance Σ. It is convenient to express the prior and likelihood
Gaussian densities on x in Eq. (1) in information form; the respective parameters are
T −1
Jx = GT Σ−1
p G , kx = G Σp µp

T −1
Jy|x = HT Σ−1
n H , ky|x = H Σn (y − c) . (2)

We recall that the information form of the Gaussian density NI (x; k, J) ∝ exp − 21 xT Jx + kT x
employs the precision matrix J and the potential vector k [13]. If J is invertible, then the standard
and information representations are equivalent, with µ = J−1 k and Σ = J−1 , but the information
form with J symmetric positive semidefinite is also convenient for describing degenerate Gaussian
densities. Further, the precision matrix directly reveals dependencies between subsets of variables in
the network: xi and xj are conditionally independent, given the values of the remaining components
of x, iff Ji,j = 0, while, in general, Σi,j 6= 0; this implies that J is typically much sparser than Σ
for GMRF models, as further discussed in Sec. 2.2.

and

By Bayes’ rule the posterior distribution of x given y is the product of the prior and likelihood terms
and also has Gaussian density
P (x|y) = N (x; µ, Σ) ,
µ=J

−1

G

T

Σ−1
p µp

with
T


T −1
+ H Σ−1
and Σ−1 = J = GT Σ−1
n (y − c)
p G + H Σn H .

(3)

We assume J = Jx + Jy|x to be invertible, although we allow for singular Jx and/or Jy|x ; in other
words, the prior and likelihood jointly define a normalizable Gaussian density on x, although each
of them on its own may leave a subspace of x unconstrained.
2.2

Gaussian Markov random fields

T
The K rows of G = [g1T ; . . . ; gK
] and the M rows of H = [hT1 ; . . . ; hTM ] can be seen as two
sets of length-N linear filters. The respective filter responses Gx and Hx determine the prior and
likelihood models of Eq. (1). We define the filter set F = [f1T ; . . . ; fLT ], L = K+M , as the union of
{gk } and {hm } and further assume that any two filter responses are conditionally independent given
x or, equivalently, that the covariance matrices in Eq. (1) are diagonal, Σp = diag(Σp,1 , . . . , Σp,K )
and Σn = diag(Σn,1 , . . . , Σn,M ). Also let µp = (µp,1 ; . . . ; µp,K ), y = (y1 ; . . . ; yM ), and c =
(c1 ; . . . ; cM ). Then the posterior factorizes as a product of L Gaussian experts
YL
YL

P (x|y) ∝
exp − 21 xT Jl x + kTl x ∝
N (flT x; µl , Σl ) ,
(4)
l=1

l=1

where the variances are Σl = Σp,l , l = 1 . . . K, for the factors that come from the prior term and
Σl = Σn,l−K , l = K+1 . . . K+M , for those that come from the likelihood term; the corresponding
means are µl = µp,l and µl = yl−K − cl−K , respectively. Comparing with Eq. (3), we see that the
PL
PL
posterior Gaussian information parameters split additively as J = l=1 Jl and k = l=1 kl . The
individual Gaussian factors have potential vectors kl = fl Σ−1
l µl and rank-one precision matrices
−1 T
Jl = fl Σl fl . Since J is invertible, L ≥ N . We see that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between factors and filters; moreover, the (i, j) entry of Jl is non-zero iff both i and j entries of
fl are non-zero. If the filter has Tl non-zero elements, then the corresponding Gaussian factor will
couple the Tl variables in the clique x[l] . The resulting GMRF is depicted in a factor graph form in
Fig. 1(a). It is straightforward to jointly model conditionally dependent filter responses by letting
Σp or Σn have block diagonal structure, yielding multivariate Gaussian factors in Eq. (4).
2.3

Inference: Efficiently computing the posterior mean

Conceptually, the Gaussian posterior distribution is fully characterized by the posterior mean µ and
covariance matrix Σ, which are given in closed form in Eq. (3): µ is the solution of a set of linear
equations whose system matrix is the N ×N precision matrix J, while Σ = J−1 . However, naively
computing these quantities can be prohibitively expensive when working with high-dimensional
models, requiring O(N 3 ) computation and O(N 2 ) space. For example, a typical 1 MP image
model involves N = 106 variables; the corresponding symmetric covariance matrix Σ is generally
dense and occupies as much space as about 5×105 equally-sized images.
Thankfully, for the GMRF models mostly used in practice, there exist powerful inference algorithms which avoid explicitly inverting the system matrix J. In certain special cases direct methods
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Figure 1: (a) The factor graph for the posterior GMRF contains the union f1:L of prior and likelihood factors/filters. An edge between a filter and a site means that the corresponding coefficient is
non-zero. The variables connected to each factor comprise a clique of the GMRF. (b) Filterbank
implementation of matrix-vector multiplication Jx arising in CG (φ̄ is the spatial mirror of φ).
are applicable for computing the mode, marginal variances, and samples from the posterior. For
example, spatially homogeneous GMRFs give rise to a block-circulant precision matrix and exact
computations can be carried out in O(N log N ) complexity with DFT-based techniques [10]. Exact inference can also be carried out in chain or tree-structured GMRFs using O(N ) Kalman filter
equations which correspond to belief propagation (BP) updates recursively in time or scale [36].
A related direct approach which in the context of GMRFs has been studied in detail by [21, 22]
relies on the Cholesky factorization of the precision matrix by efficient sparse matrix techniques,
which typically re-order the variables in x so as to minimize the bandwidth W of J. The resulting
algorithm has O(W 2 N ) speed and O(W N ) space complexity, which is still quite expensive for
very large scale 2-D lattice image models, since the bandwidth W increases linearly with the spatial
extent of the image and the support of the filters.
More generally, for large scale and arbitrarily structured GMRFs one needs to resort to iterative
techniques such as conjugate gradients, multigrid, or loopy BP in order to approximately solve
the linear system in Eq. (3) and recover the most likely solution µ. Conjugate gradients (CG) [6]
are generally applicable in our setup since the system matrix is positive definite. Each CG iteration
involves a single matrix-vector multiplication Jx. By Sec. 2.2, this essentially amounts to computing
PL
the filter responses zl = flT x and the backprojection l=1 Σ−1
l zl fl , which respectively involves
sending messages from the variables to the factors and back in the diagram of Fig. 1(a). The GMRFs
arising in image modeling are typically defined on the image responses to a bank of linear filters
{φℓ }, ℓ = 1 . . . , B; the spatial translation of each filter kernel φℓ induces a subset of factors. In this
context, the matrix-vector multiplication Jx in CG corresponds to convolutions and element-wise
multiplications, as shown in the filterbank diagram of Fig. 1(b). The time complexity per iteration
is thus low, typically O(N ) or O(N log N ), provided that the filter kernels φℓ have small spatial
support or correspond to wavelet or Fourier atoms for which fast discrete transforms exist, while
computations can also be carried out in the GPU. The memory overhead is also minimal, O(N ), as
CG employs only 3 or 4 auxiliary length-N vectors. The convergence rate of CG is largely problemdependent, but in many cases a relatively small number of iterations suffice to bring us close enough
to the solution, especially if an effective preconditioner is used [6]. Multigrid algorithms also apply
in certain of the GMRF models we consider, especially those related to physics-based variational
energy and PDE formulations [29, 31]. When multigrid applies, as in the example of Sec. 3, it
recovers the solution after a fixed number of iterations (independent of the problem size) and has
optimal O(N ) time and space complexity. Loopy BP is a powerful distributed iterative method for
computing µ which is guaranteed to converge for certain GMRF classes [13, 33].

3

Gaussian sampling by independent factor perturbations

Unlike direct methods, the iterative techniques discussed in Sec. 2.3 have been typically restricted
to computing the posterior mode µ and considered less suited to posterior sampling or variance
computation (but see Sec. 4). However, as the following result shows, exact sampling from a linear
Gaussian model can be reduced to computing the mode of a Gaussian model with identical precision
matrix J but randomly perturbed potential vector k̃, and thus the powerful iterative methods for
recovering the mean can be used unmodified for sampling in large scale GMRFs. Specifically:
Algorithm. A sample xs from the posterior distribution P (x|y) = N (x; µ, Σ) of Eq. (3) can be
drawn using the following procedure: (1) Perturb the prior mean filter responses µ̃p ∼ N (µp , Σp ).
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(2) Perturb the measurements ỹ ∼ N (y, Σn ). (3) Use the procedure for computing the posterior
mode keeping the same system matrix J, only
 replacing µp and y with their perturbed versions:
T −1
µ̃
+
H
Σ
(ỹ
−
c)
.
xs = J−1 GT Σ−1
p
n
p
Indeed, xs is a Gaussian random vector, as linear combination of Gaussians, and has the desired
mean E{xs } = µ and covariance E{(xs − µ)(xs − µ)T } = J−1 = Σ, as can readily be verified. Clearly, solving the corresponding linear system approximately will only yield an approximate
sample. The reduction above implies that posterior sampling under the linear Gaussian model is
computationally as hard as mode computation, provided that the structure of Σp and Σn allows
efficient sampling from the corresponding distributions, using, e.g., the direct methods of Sec. 2.3.
This algorithm is central to our paper; variations of it have appeared previously [16, 22, 23].
The sampling algorithm takes a particularly simple and intuitive form for the GMRFs discussed in
Sec. 2.2. In this case Σp and Σn are diagonal and thus for sampling we perturb independently the
factor means µ̃l ∼ N (µl , Σl ), l = 1 . . . L, followed by finding the mode of the so perturbed GMRF
in Eq. (4). The perturbation can be equivalently seen in the information parameterization as injecting
−1/2
Gaussian noise to each potential vector by k̃l = kl + fl Σl
ǫl , with ǫl ∼ N (0, 1), a simple local
operation carried out independently at each factor of the diagram in Fig. 1(a).
To demonstrate the power of this algorithm, we show in Fig. 2 an image inpainting example in which
we fill in the occluded parts of an 498×495 image under a 2-D thin-membrane prior GMRF model
[12,29,31], in which the Gaussian factors are induced by the first-order spatial derivative filters φ1 =
[ −1 1 ] and φ2 = [ −1 1 ]T . The shared variance parameter Σl for the experts has been matched to the
variance of the image derivative histogram. The presence of randomly placed measurements makes
the problem non-stationary and thus Fourier domain techniques are not applicable. Finding the
posterior mean of this model amounts to solving a quadratic energy minimization problem in which
the non-occluded pixels are clamped to their observed values and corresponds to a Laplace PDE
problem with non-homogeneous regularization, which can be tackled very efficiently with multigrid
techniques [31]. To transform this efficient MAP computation technique into a powerful sampling
algorithm for the thin-membrane GMRF, it suffices to inject noise to the factors, only perturbing
the linear system’s right hand side. Using a multigrid solver originally developed for solving PDE
problems, we can draw about 4 posterior samples per second from the 2-D thin-membrane model
of Fig. 2, which is particularly impressive given its size; the multilevel Gibbs sampling technique
of [30] is the only other algorithm that could potentially achieve such speed in a similar setup, yet it
cannot produce exact single-shot samples as our algorithm can.
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Figure 2: Image inpainting by exact sampling from the posterior under a 2-D thin-membrane prior
GMRF model, conditional on the image values at the known sites. From left to right, the masked
image (big occluded areas plus 50% missing pixels), the posterior mean, a posterior sample obtained
by our perturbed GMRF sampling algorithm, and the sample-based estimate of the posterior standard
deviation (square root of the variance) using 20 samples (image values are between 0 and 1).
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Posterior variance estimation

It is often desirable not only to compute the mode µ but also recover aspects of the covariance
structure in the posterior distribution. As we have discussed in Sec. 2.1, for very large models the
fully-dense covariance matrix Σ is impractical to compute or store; however, we might be interested
in certain of its elements. For example, the diagonal of Σ contains the variance of each variable
and thus, along with the mean, fully describes the posterior marginal densities [29]. Marginal vari5

ances also need to be computed in Gaussian subproblems that arise in the context of non-Gaussian
sparse Bayesian learning and relevance vector machine models used for regression, classification,
and experimental design [11, 26, 32]. For many of these models variance estimation is the main
computational bottleneck in applications involving large scale datasets.
A number of techniques have been proposed for posterior variance estimation. One approach has
been to employ modified conjugate gradient algorithms which allow forming variance estimates in
parallel to computing the posterior mode when solving the linear system in Eq. (3) [15, 24, 27].
These techniques utilize the close connection between conjugate gradients and the Lanczos method
for determining eigensystems [6, 15] but unfortunately exhibit erratic numerical behavior in practice, especially when applied to large scale problems: loss of orthogonality due to finite numerical
precision requires that one holds in memory the entire sequence of Lanczos vectors and periodically
reorthogonalize them as the iteration progresses, significantly increasing the memory and time complexity relative to ordinary CG; the variance estimates typically converge much slower than mean
estimates; one often has limited freedom in initializing the iteration and/or selecting the preconditioner. We refer to [25] for further information.
It is well known that belief propagation computes exact variances in tree-structured GMRFs [36].
However, in graphs with cycles its loopy version typically underestimates the marginal variances
since it overcounts the evidence, even when it converges to the correct means [13, 33]. The variance
estimator of [28] is only applicable to GMRFs for which just a small number of edges violates the
graph’s tree structure. The method in [12] relies on a low-rank approximation of the N × N unit
matrix, carefully adapted to the problem covariance structure, also employing a wavelet hierarchy
for models exhibiting long-range dependencies. One then needs to solve as many linear systems
as is the approximation rank, which in turn increases with the model size ( [12] reports a rank of
448 for a relatively smooth model with about 106 variables). This technique is thus still relatively
expensive and not necessarily generally applicable.
The ability to efficiently sample from the Gaussian posterior distribution using the algorithm of
Sec. 3 immediately suggests the following Monte Carlo estimator of the posterior covariance matrix
Σ̂ = 1/S

XS

s=1

(xs − µ)(xs − µ)T .

(5)

If only the posterior variances are required, one will obviously just evaluate and retain the diagonal
of the outer-products in the sum; any other selected elements of Σ̂ can similarly be obtained. Clearly,
the proposed estimator is unbiased. Its relative variance
p estimation error follows from the properties
of the χ2 distribution and is r = ∆(Σ̂i,i )/Σi,i = 2/S. The error drops quite slowly with the
number of samples (S = 2/r2 samples are required to reach a desired relative error r), so the
technique is best suited if rough variance estimates suffice, which is often the case in practical
applications [26]; e.g., 50 samples suffice to reduce r to 20%. A desirable property of the estimator
is that its accuracy is independent of the problem size N , in contrast to most alternative techniques.
The proposed variance estimation technique can thus be readily applied to every GMRF at a cost
of S times that of computing µ. We show in Fig. 2 the result of applying the proposed variance
estimator for the thin-membrane GMRF example considered in Sec. 2.3; within only 20 samples
(computed in 5 sec.) the qualitative structure of the variance in the model has been captured.

5

Block Gibbs sampling in conditionally Gaussian Markov random fields

Following the intuition behind Gaussian sampling by local perturbations, one could try to inject
noise to the local potentials and find the mode of the perturbed model, even in the presence of nonquadratic MRF factors. Although such a randomization process is interesting on its own right and
deserves further study, it is not feasible to design it in a way that leads to single shot algorithms for
exact sampling of non-Gaussian MRFs.
Without completely abandoning the Gaussian realm, we can get versatile models in which some
hidden variables q control the mean and/or variance of the Gaussian factors. Conditional on the
values of these hidden variables, the data are still Gaussian
YL
P (x|q) ∝
N (flT x; µl,q , Σl,q ) ,
(6)
l=1
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where we have dropped the dependence on the measurements y for simplicity. Sampling from
this model can be carried out efficiently (but not in a single shot any more) by alternately block
sampling from P (x|q) and P (q|x), which typically mixes rapidly and is much more efficient than
single-site Gibbs sampling [35]. For large models this is feasible because, given the hidden variables, we can update the visible units collectively using the GMRF sampling by local perturbations algorithm, similarly to [16, 23]. We assume that block sampling of the hidden units given
the visible variables is also feasible, by considering their conditional distribution independent or
tree-structured [16]. One typically employs one discrete hidden variable ql per factor fl , leading
to mixture of Gaussian local experts for which the joint distribution of visible and hidden units is
QL PJl
P (x, q) ∝ l=1 j=1
πl,j N (flT x; µl,j , Σl,j ) [4, 16, 23, 34]. Intuitively, the discrete latent unit ql
turns off the smoothness constraint enforced by the factor fl by assigning a large variance Σl,j to it
when an image edge is detected.
The block-Gibbs sampler leads to a rapidly mixing Markov chain which after a few burn-in iterations generates a sequence of samples {{x1 , q1 }, . . . , {xS , qS }} that explore the joint distribution
P (x, q). Summarizing the sample sequence into a unique estimate x̂ should be problem dependent.
If we strive for minimizing the estimation’s mean square error as typically is the case in image denoising, our goal should be to induce the posterior mean from the sample sequence [23]. Apart from
PS
the standard sample-based posterior mean estimator x̂S = 1/S s=1 xs , we can alternatively esPS
timate the posterior mean with the Rao-Blackwellized (RB) estimator x̂RB = 1/S s=1 E{x|qs }
[16], which offers increased accuracy but requires finding the means of the conditionally Gaussian
MRFs P (x|q), typically doubling the cost per step. Beyond MMSE, in applications such as image
inpainting or texture synthesis, the posterior mean can be overly smooth and selecting a single sample from the simulation as the solution can be visually more plausible [8], as can be appreciated by
comparing the MMSE and sample reconstructions of the textured areas in the inpainting example of
Fig. 2.
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Figure 3: Signal restoration under a total variation prior model and alternative estimation criteria.
The heavy tailed histograms of natural image filter responses are often conveniently approximated by
kurtotic continuous parametric distributions [10,19,35]. We can still resort to block Gibbs sampling
for efficiently exploring the posterior distribution of the signal x if each expert can be represented as
a continuous Gaussian scale mixture (GSM) [2], as has been done before for Student-t experts [35].
Motivated by [14, 23], we show here how this can lead to a novel Bayesian treatment of signal
QN −1
restoration under a total variation (TV) prior P (x) ∝ l=1 L(∆xl ; α), which imposes an L1
penalty on the signal diferrences ∆xl = xl − xl+1 . We rely on the hierarchical characterization of
the Laplacian density L(z; α) = 1/(2α) exp(−|z|/α)
R ∞as a GSM in which the variance follows an
exponential distribution [2, 17]: L(z; α) = 1/(2α2 ) 0 N (z; 0, v) exp(−v/α2 )d v. Thanks to the
GSM nature of this representation and assuming a Gaussian measurement model, the conditionally
Gaussian visible variables are easy to sample. Further, the latent variances vl conditionally decouple

−1/2
exp −|∆xl |2 /(2vl ) − vl /(2α2 ) , which can be recognized as a
and have density P (vl |x) ∝ vl
generalized inverse Gaussian distribution for which standard sampling routines exist. The derivation
above carries over to the 2-D TV model, with the gradient magnitude at each pixel replacing |∆xl |.
7

We demonstrate our Bayesian TV restoration method in a signal denoising experiment illustrated in
Fig. 3. We synthesized a length-1000 signal by integrating Laplacian noise (α = 1/8), also adding
jumps of height 5 at four locations (outliers), and subsequently degraded it by adding Gaussian noise
(with variance 1). We depict the standard TV-MAP restoration result, as well as plausible solutions
extracted from a 10-step block-Gibbs sampling run with our GSM-based Bayesian algorithm: the
10-th sample itself, and the two MMSE estimates outlined above (sample mean and RB). As expected, the two mean estimators are best in terms of PSNR (with the RB one slightly superior).
The standard TV-MAP estimator captures the edges more sharply but has lower PSNR score and
produces staircase artifacts. Although the random sample performs the worst in terms of PSNR, it
resembles most closely the qualitative properties of the original signal, capturing its fine structure.
These findings shed new light in the critical view of [14] on MAP-based denoising.
We must emphasize that the block Gibbs sampling strategy outlined above in conjunction with our
GMRF sampling by local perturbations algorithm is equally well applicable when the latent variables
are distributed, with each hidden variable affecting multiple experts, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a). This
situation arises in the context of unsupervised learning of hierarchical models applied on real-valued
data, where it is natural to use a Gaussian restricted Boltzmann machine (GRBM) in the first layer of
the hierarchy. Training GRBMs with contrastive divergence [7] requires drawing random samples
from the model. Sampling the visible layer given the layer of discrete hidden variables is easy if
there are no sideways connections between the continuous visible units, as assumed in [9]. To take
into account residual correlations among the visible units, the authors of the factored GRBM in [18]
drop the conditional independence assumption, but resort to difficult to tune hybrid Monte Carlo
(HMC) for sampling. Employing our Gaussian sampling by local perturbations scheme we can
efficiently jointly sample the correlated visible units, which allows us to still use the more efficient
block-Gibbs sampler in training the model of [18]. To verify this, we have accordingly replaced
the sampling module in the publicly available implementation of [18], and have closely followed
their setup leaving their model otherwise unchanged. For conditionally Gaussian sampling of the
correlated visible units we have used our local perturbation algorithm, coupled with 5 iterations of
conjugate gradients running on the GPU. Contrastive divergence training was done on the dataset
accompanying their code, which comprises 10240 16 × 16 color patches randomly extracted from
the Berkeley dataset and statistically whitened. The receptive fields learned by this procedure are
depicted in Fig. 4(b) and look qualitative the same with those reported in [18], while computation
time was reduced by a factor of two. Besides this moderate computation gain, the main interest
in perturbed Gaussian sampling in this setup lies in its scalability which offers the potential to
move beyond the patch-based representation and sample from whole-image factored GRBM models,
similarly to what has been recently achieved in [23] for the field of independent experts model [19].
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f3

x3

qJ

f4

fL

xN
(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Each hidden unit can control a single factor (such as the q1 above) or it can affect
multiple experts, resulting to models with distributed latent representations. (b) The visible-to-factor
filters arising in the factored GRBM model of [18], as learned using block Gibbs sampling.
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